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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate impacts of brain conditions on an EEG-based cryptographic key generation system. Brain disorders,
such as epilepsy and alcohol, involve in the EEG signal and hence it may have impacts on the system. This issue has not been
analyzed in the literature. To solve this issue, we introduce a method for key generation from EEG signals, and implement
experiments on the Australian EEG and the Alcoholism datasets. We use parametric spectrum estimate technique for feature
exaction, and devised a error-correction quantization technique that is useful for a noisy data such as EEG. For experimental
methodology, we perform on two groups of subjects, epileptic and non-epileptic, alcoholic and non-alcoholic to investigate the
impact of brain conditions on the success rate of system. Experimental results show that both epilepsy and alcoholic actually have
impacts on the performance of system.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction

Biometric-based cryptographic key generation is regarded as a data mining application that uses knowledge dis-
covery techniques to extract biometric information to generate cryptographic keys. The applications of keys can be
used in cryptographic primitives such as encryption and decryption algorithms. In general, people can use their bio-
metrics (including voice, face, iris, and fingerprint) as good alternatives, or supplements, to PINs and passwords for
cryptographic key generation. It has been shown that electroencephalogram (EEG) can be also used as a biometric for
key generation.

Accuracy is one of the crucial requirements of any biometrics-based key generation system, including EEG-based.
Factors which may affect the accuracy of an EEG-based key generation system can be signal noises, feature extraction
methods, and/or error-correction algorithms. Mental disorder (such as epilepsy and alcohol) may also have some
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effects on the performance as it has been shown that, brain state changes from less to more ordered state, from more
to less chaotic, or from more to less complexity during epileptic and alcoholic seizures.

1.1. Epilepsy

Approximately 1% of the people in the world suffer from epilepsy. Epilepsy is chronic neurological disorder which
is generally characterized the sudden and the recurrent seizures16. Epileptic seizures are manifestations of epilepsy,
which are caused by the sudden development of synchronous neuronal firing in the cerebral cortex and are recorded
using the EEG. They may be partial seizures, which occur only in a few channels of the EEG recording, or generalized
seizures the whole brain, which involve in every channel of the EEG recording16. The shape of wave may contain
useful information relating to the different psychological states of the brain15. Therefore, EEG signal parameters,
extracted and analyzed using computers, are useful in diagnosing and assessing brain state, especially epilepsy15. So
far, studies have focused on detecting epilepsy such as in16, and there have been no reports on the impacts of epilepsy
on the performance of cryptographic key generation.

In recent years, a few attempts have been reported on seizure detection and prediction from EEG analysis using
two different approaches: 1) Examination of the waveforms in the preictal (before a seizure) EEG to find markers
or changes in neuronal activity such as spikes which may be precursors to seizures; 2) Analysis of the nonlinear
spatio-temporal evolution of the EEG signals to find a governing rule as the system moves from a seizure-free to
seizure state2. Srinivasan et al. 28 proposed a neural-network-based automated epileptic EEG detection system that
uses approximate entropy (ApEn) as the input feature. ApEn is a statistical parameter that measures the predictability
of the current amplitude values of a physiological signal based on its previous amplitude values. In2, Adeli et al.
presented a wavelet-chaos methodology for analysis of EEG for detection of seizures and epilepsy. In their research,
the nonlinear dynamics of the original EEG are quantified in the form of the correlation dimension (CD, representing
system complexity) and the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE, representing system chaoticity). Their new wavelet-
based methodology detects the changes in CD and LLE in delta (0-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-30
Hz) and gamma (30-60 Hz) sub-bands and classifies the EEG signals into Healthy EEG, Interictal (seizure-free) EEG
and Ictal (during a seizure) EEG based on it.

1.2. Alcohol

Alcohol is one of the most commonly used substance in the world. Alcoholic beverages containing ethanol, a psy-
choactive drug with relaxant and euphoric effects23, have been part of social life throughout the world for many years.
Alcohol intoxication causes changes in various aspects of psychological function including changes in subjective
mood (from states and feelings of relaxation to exhaustion and depression), or vomiting and loss of consciousness in
cases of higher doses23. Alcoholism is also associated with brain defects and impairments in behaviour, psychomotor
performance and cognitive processes. Alcohol, at the same time, increases sexual risk-taking, aggressive behavior,
and traffic accidents10.

Ethanol ingestion has been claimed as a cause of systematic changes in the characteristics of the normal, waking,
background human EEG21. Studies in neuroimaging, physiology, neuropathology and neuropsychology concerned
with alcoholics have indicated alcohol may cause damage and dysfunction in the frontal lobes, limbic system and
cerebellum23. It has also been shown that neurophysiology parameters, which are affected by alcohol, can be detected
through EEG signals. O’Boyle et al. 21 pointed out the impact of alcohol in the significant rise of absolute power,
hence, the total absolute power in the theta and low alpha sub-band. There was also a significant increase of relative
power in the low alpha while an opposite trend was seen in the high alpha and high beta. In24, Porjesz and Begleiter
reported that the alcohol-dependent people had higher resting theta power at all scalp locations. This reflected a
deficiency in the information processing capacity of the central nervous system. In alcoholics, unstable poor alpha
rhythm was found while there was also an increase in power in beta in frontal brain regions. While in the active
brain condition, alcohol caused an increase in absolute power (amplitude) of delta, theta and alpha rhythms in both
the frontal mid-line and parietal regions of the brain in both high and low load task conditions14. Similarly, the pre-
frontal region of the brain decreased the absolute power regarding to an increase in the amount of alcohol intake14.

In this study, we tackle this issue by presenting a system for EEG-based key generation. We employ power
spectral density estimate technique based on Autoregressive (AR) model from Burg’s method for feature extraction
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on EEG signals to obtain EEG features for EEG-based key generation systems. The AR model is used to find a set of
parameters to describe the best of signal, and has been shown to be suitably used for epileptic seizure detection20, and
classification between alcoholic and non-alcoholic subjects22. Then, we investigate the impacts of brain conditions
by the success rates of system. If brain conditions has impacts on the system, the success rates of disorder groups will
be different from the normal groups. Moreover, we investigate the impacts of brain conditions on the length of keys
generated, and the randomness of keys that is tested at a high level of significance by comprehensive battery of tests
recommended by the National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST)5.

2. Related works

Keystroke biometric is among the first to be used to generate biometric keys19. By combining a user’s typing
patterns and a password to form a hardened password, each keystroke feature is discretized to be a single bit and
uses error tolerance for feature variation, and a short bit string is obtained by concatenating these bits. Then, a more
reliable implementation from voice was proposed using the same methodology18. This method has an improvement
in performance to increase the entropy of key up to 46 bits, and decreases the false rejection rate to 20%18.

Fingerprint is one of reliable biometrics used for key generation with its long history of use for criminal investi-
gations27. Biometric information is extracted from fingerprint images by using the Fourier transform that decreases
the variation of features. Keys are finally generated as follows: a predefined random key is locked with a biometric
sample, and then unlocked by another biometric sample. This is a promising idea to generate random biometric key,
however the system performance is not presented. Moreover, Clancy et al. proposed a ”fuzzy vault” technique for a
similar application that 69-bit keys can be generated with a high false negative rate of 30%.

Another biometric used is face that was proposed by Goh and Ngo11. They exploited the biometric-locking tech-
nique to extract eigen-projections as features of face images, then combined with a random string and quantized to
obtain a single bit. These bits were concatenated and coded to generate a binary key. Goh and Ngo reported an im-
plementation to generate 80-bit keys with a small false negative rate of 0.93%. However, the dataset for experiments
is from a continuous video source that has minor variations instead of a face database.

Hao et al. are among the first to use iris for a similar application12. They propose an error-correction technique that
combines Hadamard and Reed-Solomon codes. A key is generated from iris image and auxiliary data, and adversary
needs both of them to recover the key. They generate keys up to 140 bits with 0.47% false negative rate.

3. EEG-based Cryptography Key Generation Method

Before presenting technical details of the construction, we first introduce some relevant cryptographic primitives
and notation. We use the notation || to refer to string concatenation, and L[i] is the ith element in the list L. π is notated

as a password of an user and x
R← X be the uniform selection of x at random from a set X, and x ← A is to show that

x is an output of algorithm A. Let [a, b]k = {a + ik : i ∈ [0, �(b − a/k)�]}. E and D are 192-bit AES encryption and
decryption algorithms. Four cryptographic hash functions are used: H0 and H1 are two functions that map a password
in a set of passwords into two different elements in the key space. Hver is a hash function used to generate a token
to check whether a generated key is correct, and Hkey is a hash function to generate a cryptographic key. We notate
B = {β1, . . . , βM+1} to be a set of (M + 1) biometric samples from a user, ∆ = 1 + maxi(δi), and Φ = {φ1, . . . , φN} be
a set of N feature vectors extracted from B that will be presented in the next section. Our method comprises of three
phases: feature extraction, enrollment and key generation.

3.1. Feature Extraction

For feature extraction, in order to extract the individual EEG sub-bands, the autoregressive (AR) spectral analysis
with Burg method is used to obtain the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the signal. AR process is chosen due to
its ability to handle short segment of data (in our case, 1 second of data) while giving high frequency resolution,
and smooth power spectra26. Autoregressive process is given by x(i) =

∑d
k=1 ak x(i − k) + e(n) where x(i) is the ith

sampled data, d is the model order, ak is the AR coefficients, and e(i) is the prediction error term. Burg’s method
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is used to estimate the AR coefficients, because this method is more accurate than it used the data directly, whereas
inaccuracies occur when Yule-Walker equations were directly used, or error source like bias in the autocorrelation
function estimate happen in other parameter estimation methods26. Power spectral density (PSD) of a signal is a
positive real function of a frequency variable associated with a stationary stochastic process. The PSD is defined as
the discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) of the covariance sequence29: ψ(ω) =

∑∞
k=−∞ r(k)e−iωk with the auto-

covariance sequence r(k) = E(y(t)y∗(t − k)) and y(t) is the discrete time signal assumed to be a sequence of random
variables with zero mean. After PSD estimate, the average power is computed to obtain a feature vector represented
as Φ = (φ1, ..., φN). The method consist of two algorithms: Enroll (Algorithm 1) and KeyGen (Algorithm 3).

3.2. Enrol

The Enrol phase is a process of 3 steps: threshold estimation, error correction, key generation and template creation.
We assume IV to be a random and secrete number of 128-bit length used to protect the template.

Threshold Estimation. First, a user provides M biometric samples φi(β1), . . . , φi(βM), i = 1, 2, ...,N and a pass-
word π. The system computes EEG features used for key generation, and determine thresholds to correct features of
an user in algorithm 2.

Error-Correction Codes. In this step, we correct EEG features using the vector quantization technique. Its
purpose is to correct features into a single, repeatable value by partitioning them into intervals, and performed as
follows (see algorithm 1, step 4(a)-4(d)). First, we compute µi as the mean of φi(β1), . . . , φi(βM) for each index i ∈ L.
Then, the range Ri = [0, ri] of each feature φi is partitioned around µi into intervals ([αi + kδi, αi + (k + 1)δi, k ∈
[0, �(ri/k)�] − 1) of length δi by computing a lowest boundary: αi = if µi ≥ δi/2, otherwise �µi + δi/2�. Finally, an
offset ρi of quantization is randomly chosen in the range [αi,∆]δi with ∆ = max(δi)i, and xi = max(0, �µi − δi/2�) is
computed as the border of partition that contains µi.

Key generation. A key is derived from a password π, the feature indexes, and the quantized feature by computing
Kj = L[ j]||xL[ j] with j = 0, 1, ...,N − 1, and K = Hkey(π ‖ K0 ‖ . . . ‖ K|Ψ|−1). It means that K is the output of a hash
function applied to the password, feature indexed and the lower boundary of partition.

Template creation Our goal is to protect the feature indexes and the quantization information so that only an user
who has π and the ability of reproduction EEG signal that is close to the samples in enrollment phase can regenerate the
correct key (step 3(e+f) in algorithm 1). The template is: T = (C, v) = ((C0, . . . ,C|L|−1),Hver(π ‖ K0 ‖ . . . ‖ K|Ψ|−1)),
where C is used to store the feature indexes and the quantization offsets, and v is used for only verification, but is
different from the key K because of two different hash functions Hver and Hkey.

3.3. Key Generation

The input the algorithm is a password π, the template T = (C, v), and a new biometric sample βM+1. This algorithm
(see algorithm 3) consists of the following steps:

Firstly, features φ1(βM+1), ..., φN(βM+1) are extracted from the sample βM+1.
Secondly, the vector C is decrypted to reproduce the list L and the quantization offsets ρL[ j], j = 0, ..., |C| − 1. The

value in list L are a list of feature indexes. After that, computing xi to be the largest boundary of partition that is
smaller than or equal to φi(βM+1) for i = L[ j], j ∈ [0, |C| − 1], then letting Kj = i||xi and concatenating these values to
produce a temporary key (see Steps 2(a)-2(c)).

Lastly, the temporary key Hver(π ‖ K0 ‖ ... ‖ Kj) is hashed to check the result with v. If they are equal, the key
K = Hver(π ‖ K0 ‖ ... ‖ Kj) is output, otherwise the algorithm fails (see Steps 2(d) and 2(e)).

3.4. Security Analysis

To successfully unlock the cryptographic key (K) an adversary would require a) The password, b) The user bio-
metric, and c) The template. The compromise of any one of these factors only is not enough to aid an adversaries
to regenerate the correct key K. The password or user biometric cannot be used only to regenerate the correct key
without the stored template (contained either in a smart card or central database store). Alternatively even if the tem-
plate is compromised by an adversary, what an adversary can do is to guess a biometric β

′
, a password π

′
, and run the

algorithm 3 with T , and hope the output matches K. However, no information about the user biometric and the key
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Algorithm 1 Enroll
Input: Password π, sample set {β1, . . . , βM}, and feature set Φu = {φ1, . . . , φN} of an user u, and multi-thresholds
δ1, . . . , δN with ∆ = maxi(δi)
Output: Key K and template T

1. L← Permute{1, ...,N}

2. k0 ← H0(π ⊕ IV), k1 ← H1(π ⊕ IV)

3. For j = 0 to | L | −1

(a) i← L[ j]

(b) µi ← Mean(φi(β1), . . . , φi(βM))

(c) αi ← �µi − δi/2� mod δi if µi ≥ δi/2. Otherwise, �µi + δi/2�
(d) xi ← max(0, �µi − δi/2�)

(e) ρi
R← [αi,∆]δi

(f) C j = (EN
k0

(i), E∆k1
(ρi))

(g) Kj = i ‖ xi

4. K ← Hkey(π ‖ K0 ‖ . . . ‖ K|Ψ|−1)

5. T ← (C, v) = ((C0, . . . ,C|L|−1),Hver(π ‖ K0 ‖ . . . ‖ K|Ψ|−1))

6. Return K and T

Algorithm 2 Multi-Threshold Estimation
Input: Feature set Φ = {φ1, . . . , φN} and sample set {β1, . . . , βM} of a user u.
Output: Quantization thresholds δ1, . . . , δN

1. For i = 1 . . .N

(a) Sorting φi(β1), . . . , φi(βM) in ascending order

(b) λi = mean(φi(β1), . . . , φi(βM))

(c) ti = max(φi(βM) − λi, λi − φi(β1))

(d) εi = 1
M−1
∑M−1

k=1 (φi(βk+1) − φi(βk))

(e) δi = 2(ti + εi)

2. Return δ1, . . . , δN

K can be leaked. The template is derived from C and v which is generated independently from completely separate
random process. C is produced from any cryptographically secure encryption algorithm whose outputs do not leak
any information about its inputs because IV is sufficient secure5, therefore it will not leak no information about the
user biometric, and protect the template better than RBTs. Moreover, K and v produced from independently hash
functions whose outputs are random, so there is no information about K to be leaked if v is compromised.

On the other hand, if the K is badly comprised, an adversary is unable to find a collision to discover the user
biometric with knowledge of password and the template because of secure hash function and random permutation
used. In this case, a new key can be issued, and the user will be required to provide a new biometric measurement to
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Algorithm 3 KeyGen
Input: Template T = (C, v), passwords π, sample βM+1, feature ΦM+1 = (φM+1,1, ..., φM+1,N) of this sample, and multi-
thresholds δ1, ..., δN

Output: Key K or ⊥

1. k0 ← H0(π ⊕ IV), k1 ← H1(π ⊕ IV)

2. For j = 0 to | C | −1

(a) i← DN
k0

(C[ j][0])

(b) αi ← DN
k1

(C[ j][1])s

(c) xi ← maxx∈0∪[αi,φM+1,i(βM+1)]δi x

(d) Kj = i ‖ xi

(e) if Hver(π ‖ K0 ‖ ... ‖ Kj) = v then K = Hkey(π ‖ K0 ‖ . . . ‖ Kj)

(f) Return K

3. Return ⊥

the system, and the old biometrics will be cancelled. This method is flexible for EEG signals, but the new biometrics
may be derived from the old template4 for iris (cannot be changed) to generate a new key.

4. Experiments and Results

Our experiment was conducted on the Australian EEG (AEEG) dataset13 and the Alcoholism dataset6 that are
summarized in Table 1.

The AEEG dataset was collected in the John Hunter Hospital, New South Wales, Australia, over a period of 11
years. The recordings were made by using 23 electrodes placed on the scalp of a subject with the sampling rate of 167
Hz for about 20 minutes, on patients aged 2-10 years with epilepsy, cognitive disability and language regression with
autism or autistic features, and patients aged 16-25 years where psychotic symptoms were noted in the history field.
Exclusion criteria were a confirmed history of clinical seizures and acute physical illness or injury. The subset of the
data used for our experiments consists of the EEG data of 80 subjects.

The Alcoholism dataset comes from a study to examine EEG correlations of genetic predisposition to alcoholism.
The dataset was obtained from the University of California, Irvine Knowledge Discovery in Databases (UCI KDD)
Archive, and consisted of EEG recordings of 122 alcoholic and control subjects. Each of these subjects was measured
by placing 64 electrodes on their scalps sampled at 256 Hz for one second. In the recording stage, each subject was
exposed to either a single stimulus (S1) or to two stimuli (S1 and S2) which were pictures of objects chosen from the
1980 Snodgrass and Vanderwart picture set. When two stimuli were shown, they were presented in either a matched
condition where S1 was identical to S2 or in a non-matched condition where S1 differed from S2. The full dataset
contains data of 77 alcoholic and 45 control subjects.

Table 1: EEG Dataset Descriptions

Datasets Group
Number of
Subjects

Number of
Channels

Number of
trials

Number of
sessions

Trial length
(seconds)

AEEG Non-epileptic 40 23 60 1 15
Epileptic 40 23 60 1 15

Alcoholism Non-alcoholic 45 64 120 1 1
Alcoholic 45 64 120 1 1

We use the equal error rate (EER) when the false rejection rate (FRR) equals to the false acceptance rate (FAR)
to evaluate this method. To compute the FRR we use the repeated leave-out-κ cross validation method. Given ν
enrollment samples, we random choose ν − κ samples to create a training data for generating a key and a template in
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Table 2: Optimal Order of EEG datasets. StD = Standard Deviation

Datasets Groups Mean Std
Alcoholism Alcoholic 26.6 8.27

Control 30.48 5.24
AEEG Epilepsy 6.52 4.23

Control 10.8 3.76

the enrollment phase. Then we use the remaining κ samples to create a testing data to regenerate the key with this
template, and measure the number of samples that the key are not regenerated. We set the ratio of ν and κ to be 3:1.
This process is repeated 10 times and averages across all 10 runs are used to compute FRR. To compute FAR, we use
all of samples of a user from a training data to create a key and a template, and all samples from a testing data of
remaining users to test the ability of forgers to regenerate the correct key.

Among the criteria for selection of the optimal order of the AR model, the Akaike information criterion (AIC)3

were evaluated in this work. AR-based spectral analysis has an inconvenience that the order of AR model have to be
estimated prior to the spectral analysis8. The technique used in this paper is similar to the approach presented in8 in
order to determine optimal AR model orders for spectral analysis of short segments of the time series including EEG.
Table 2 shows that range of AR order is selected from 4 to 36.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: EERs of the method for AEEG dataset by orders (a) EEG wave and (b) Gamma

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: EERs of the method for Alcoholism dataset by orders (a) EEG wave and (b) Gamma
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Table 3: Error equal rates (%) of AEEG dataset

Wavebands EEG Gamma
Epileptic 2.99 2.58
Non-epileptic 7.43 7.92

Table 4: Error equal rates % of Alcoholism dataset

Wavebands EEG Gamma
Alcoholic 20.60 6.11
Non-alcoholic 43.86 2.78

Experimental results are presented in two figures 1, 2, and two tables 3, 4. First, we do investigation the variation
of EERs between epileptic group and non-epileptic group by a variation of an order of Autoregressive model for EEG
wave and gamma. The other sub-bands (alpha, beta, delta and theta) provides poor performance and they are not
presented further. We are not aiming to compare the EERs on the same feature extraction method, but we can have
a remark on why the epileptic group has a smaller error rates than others. As shown in the figure 1, the performance
between EEG wave and the gamma band are very similar, and the smallest of EEG is 2.58% observed at order 36
from the gamma. In addition, the EERs of the epileptic group are always smaller than of the normal group for all three
bands. While the maximum difference is 6.01% observed at order 36 in the gamma band, the minimum difference
is 4.44 at order 4 in EEG wave as seen in table 3. Although it is not significant to see whether random difference
between the two datasets or epilepsy has contributed to the performance of key generation system, the later case
would be appropriate as epileptic EEG signals are less chaotic and complex than normal EEG signals16,25. As a
result, this may make epileptic EEG signals more suitable with linear methods such as Autoregressive model, thus, it
probably helps to increase the accuracy of EEG-based cryptographic key generation system.

In contrast, the alcoholic group always have higher equal error rates than of the normal group as shown in figure
2 for three bands. As demonstrated in table 4, the difference of EER between EEG wave and the gamma is large at a
maximum of 41.08% observed at the normal group. Moreover, the EER of alcoholic group has a minimum of 6.11%,
recorded at order 28 in the gamma band, larger than the normal group of 2.78%. This would support the hypothesis
that that alcoholic has impact on the performance of key generation system22. As stated in1,22, alcoholic EEG signals
are more chaotic and complex than normal EEG signals. In addition, Autoregressive model is a tool to discriminate
chaotic levels, i.e, the higher values reflects the more chaotic signals, and vice versa9. As a result, the more chaotic
property of the alcoholic EEG signals makes the higher values. Therefore, it causes the higher inter-class variation
which results in the higher equal error rates of alcoholic group. Our design achieves a good performance which the
accuracy is very close to Monrose’s work18, 97.42% versus 98%.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: The average of key length for AEEG dataset by orders (a) EEG wave and (b) Gamma

In the next experiments, we used a comprehensive battery of tests from NIST5 to evaluate for randomness of keys
generated. First, for key length selection, we measure the average of key length for users in the datasets. As shown in
figure 3 and 4, key length is affected by frequency bands, and selected to be 192 bits for AEEG and 512 for Alcoholism
that is the largest for both gamma band and EEG wave, and suitably used for 192-bit and 512-bit AES application.
The reason is that each channel generated a character containing at least 8 bits as seen in the step 3(g) on algorithm
1. Next, for randomness tests, we use six out of fifteen tests in the NIST Test Suite as other tests requires more than
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: The average of key length for Alcoholism dataset by orders (a) EEG wave and (b) Gamma

Table 5: Results of NIST Test Suite for randomness from AEEG dataset of EEG wave and gamma band. Values in table are percentage of passing
rates. Results for beta band is not presented because of small key length.

Wavebands EEG Gamma
Epilepsy Non-Epilepsy Epilepsy Non-Epilepsy

Frequency 97.37 100.00 100.00 100.00
Block Frequency 100.00 100.00 97.37 100.00
Runs 73.68 78.95 78.95 86.84
Longest Run of ones 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Approximate Entropy 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Serial 97.37 94.74 100.00 94.74
Serial 97.37 97.37 100.00 100.00
Success Rate 95.11 95.86 96.62 97.37

Table 6: Results of NIST Test Suite for randomness from Alcoholism dataset of EEG wave and gamma band. Values in table are percentage of
passing rates.

Wavebands EEG Gamma
Alcoholic Non-Alcoholic Alcoholic Non-Alcoholic

Frequency 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Block Frequency 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Runs 77.94 83.33 83.82 83.33
Longest Run of Ones 97.06 97.22 95.59 91.67
Approximate Entropy 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Serial 94.12 97.22 94.12 97.22
Serial 97.06 97.22 97.06 97.22
Success Rate 95.17 96.43 95.80 95.63

1000-bit length. Six testes include frequency, block frequency, runs, longest run, approximate entropy, and serial that
has two tests. As shown in table 5 and 6, generated keys pass the most of six tests with high success rates, it means
that the keys are good random. Moreover, the success rate of normal group is similar to the disorder group of both
alcohol and epilepsy for all three bands, and it shows that brain disorders do not has impacts on the randomness of
keys. Moreover, the success rates approach the best results from other existing RNGs such as Blum Blum Shub7, and
Micali Schnorr17.

Overall, we can see the changes on EERs of EEG-based cryptographic key generation system for the epileptic and
alcoholic datasets, but they do not have impacts on the randomness of keys generated.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have found that brain conditions have impacts on the performance of EEG-based cryptographic
key generation systems. This implies that a cryptographic key generation system will provide high performance on the
users that have mental disorder such as epilepsy and alcoholic. For further investigation, we will conduct experiments
on other feature extraction methods as well as on a larger scale of datasets for confirming the influences of brain
conditions on cryptographic key generation systems.
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